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were also the taxes and the mint. Thus the king was a landed
proprietor of enormous wealth, and he also possessed a formidable
treasury of minted gold. No prince in the West, before the> 13 th
century, can have been so rich in money as these kings. The
description of their treasuries calls up the image of a river of gold.
Above all, this wealth enabled the king to pay his functionaries.1
The Merovingian kings granted large assignations from their
treasuries: before 695 the Abbot of St. Denis drew an annuity of
200 gold solidi from the treasury and another of 100 solidi from
the magazines of the fisc (cellarium fisci)? they lent money to the
cities,3 paid missionaries, and bought or corrupted men at will.
The retention of the Roman impost and the market-toll (tonlieu)
were the essential sources of their power. To regard them, as they
have often been regarded, merely as great landed proprietors is a
manifest error, of which the only explanation is that they have
been compared with the kings who came after them.4 But the fact
is that owing to their wealth in money they were far more akin
to the Byzantine kings than to Charlemagne.
And they did everything they could to increase the treasure
upon which their power was based. Hence the innumerable con-
fiscations. Chilperic made in all parts of his kingdom descriptiones
novas etgraves* There was a whole complicated financial admini-
stration, with its registers, its revisors, etc. It was to seize
one another's treasuries that the kings fought and slew one
another.6
Moreover, they drew enormous subsidies from Byzantium- The
Emperor Maurice sent 50,000 gold solidi to Childebert as payment
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